DVS® EC Automatic Ventilation System
The perfect choice for rental properties or where cost is a key factor

What is it & what does it do?
The DVS® EC Automatic System also uses ‘positive pressure’ to

Features available in all
genuine DVS® systems

push out the stale, moisture-laden air in your home, replacing
it with drier, fresher, filtered air from the roof space or from

Patented ceiling diffusers:

outside the building. It is designed to control condensation and

Patented DVS® vents enable air to

improve air quality.
This is an economical choice for rental properties or where cost is
a key concern. Simplicity is the key with the DVS® EC Automatic
System, however you still enjoy the benefits of DVS® advanced EC
technology.

How does it work?

be directed in up to eight different
directions - so the air will always go
exactly where you need it.
Energy-efficient fan: DVS®
home ventilation systems feature
an electronically commutated (EC)
energy-efficient fan motor which

A quality German-made energy-efficient fan quietly takes

consumes as little as 10% of the

the drier, fresher air from your roof space or from outside the

electricity of an AC fan system.

building and draws it through a high efficiency air filter, tested to

Significant savings can be made by

International standards.

choosing DVS®.

The fresher, filtered air is then gently pushed into your home through

DVS® filters: The DVS® range of

ceiling diffusers. The incoming air is directed along the ceilings where

affordable air filters are tested to

it mixes with warmer air and spreads evenly through the home.

International standards. They are

Put simply, it creates a positive pressure inside your home that

a high quality, high efficiency filter

‘pushes out’ the stale, unhealthy air.

range and ensure a cleaner, fresher

DVS® EC Automatic Controller
Your system will be configured for you, and the airflow and settings
will be individually calibrated to the size of your home and run
automatically.

air supply and a healthier home
environment.
Control system: DVS® control
systems have been designed for
New Zealand conditions.

For further information or to arrange a free no-obligation quote call 0800 387 387 or visit www.dvs.co.nz

